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Conclusions:
The future of
health and
wellness tourism
I haae traaelled so much

becøuse trøael høs enabled me to arriae at
unknown pløces within my clouded self.
(Sir Laurens Van der pos! quoted in 1994:99)

This final chapter offers a suÍunary of the main global and
regional trends in health and wellness tourism anddraws on
industry data to make future predications for supply and demand.
It is cl ear that health tourism is by no means u new phenomenon
as we saw in the first chapter, but travelling to enjoy ñealth destin_
ations and seryices has grown exponentially in iecent years. In
some countries, the sector is in its infancy in terns of inteinational
toudsm_ development (e.g. CEE) whilst in others (e.g. Austria)
the market is becoming saturated according to recent ieports. Of
course, human beings will always crave wellness, but the activ_
ities they choose to achieve this cârr vary greatly as we could see
from the previous chapter about new product development. Like
with all forms of toutism, visitors will eventually seãk diversity
and difference, new destinations and activities, better quality
facilities and services, or cheaper prices. The chapter about Èisure
and lifesryles sugg€sts that it is important to take note of major
social pattems, which are likely to impact on travel decisións
ard behaviour. This chapter discusses tñe likely future of health
and wellness and makes recomrnendations for development and

research.
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A summary of contemporary global and regional development in
health and wellness tour¡sm
The following table provides a suÍunary of the main health and wellness
resources and assets to be found in the different regions of the world, the
way in which they are used and the main places where ihey tend to be

offered. As it is difficult to generalize about whole continents, it is indicated if only one or two countries within a region can offer a certain
resource. The focus is also on those countries that really use their assets for
tourism purposes (i.e. with a complete infiastructure, targeted promotion"
etc.) (Figure 12.1).

Many countdes have natural healing assets such as medical, thermal
and mineral waters, special muds, caves, cÌimate, etc. These countries tend
to have a long history of medical tourism and are often orily just starting
to move into more leisure-based wellness tourism. There can be some
problems with ihe upgrading of trâdiiionaÌ, historic baths afld resorts,
as well as the difficulties of increasingly incompatible markets (i.e. medical versus wellness guests). This is especially true of EuroPean conntries,
especially Central and Eastern Europe. Those countries listing indigenous
healing traditions are those which still have existing indigenous peoples
(e.g. Australian Aborigines, New Zealand Maori, Native Americart
Indians, African tribes), those which stil1 use the rituaÌs and treatments of
ancient civiÌizations (e.g. Incas, Aztecs, and Mayars in Central ard South
America), and those which have been retained and adapted for modern
usage (e.g. India Ayrrrveda, Thai Massage, Chinese medicine). There is
something of a revival of interest in natural, herbaÌ, and indigenous healing methods and ingredients, so much so that luxury spas often include
such products as their signature treaûnents. These are unique and give
a local flavour to the spa or retreat centre's offer. Medical services are
becoming almost ubiquitous, especially surgery of all kinds. It is most
likely that the cheaper coultries of the world are attracting the most tourists because of price differentials, but even in Europe there is quite a lot of
intra-regional travel, especially for dentistry.
Nature plays a significant role in health and welLness in many cormtries,
especially those which have a sea coast and can offer products like thaiassotherapy (comrnon in Europe). Mountains are another feature which have
always athacted health visitors, especially the Alps in EüoPe. Jungles and
national parks (e.g. in Central and South America, Africa) make ideal locations for adventure and ecospas, which is a growing trend. To a lesser (but
increasing extent) deserts (e.g. in the Middle East or North Africa) are being
used as locations for yoga and meditation holidays, but at Present, the Dead
Sea is the main natural healing asset in the Middle East. Spiritual haditions
refer mairùy to those practices which are ancient but not affiliated to one specific religion (e.g. yoga, meditation). These are mainly to be found in Asia, at
least those which are starting to be exported to other countries around the
world. There can, however, be close links between spiritual ald indigenous
healing traditions, sometimes including natuÌal assets too (for example,
Native Ame¡ican Indians believed that hot, healing springs were sacred).
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Health Tourism and Healthy Lifestyle

Figure72.2
Wh¡rlof Health Tour¡sm and
Healthy Lifestyle. Sou¡ce:
Sm¡th and Puczkó.

Although many countries have a sea coast, for example, the hadition of Thalassotherapy is most coÍunon in Europe, but is increasingly
being offered in North Aftica or in Middle Eastem spa resorts. Leisure
and recreation can mean different things in different countries, but here
it refers either to outdoor fitness and sports (particularly comrnon in
Northern Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand, but also irr
adventure spas in Central and South America, for example), or to waterbased attractions. Natural heaÌing assets can be used for leisure purposes,
which is especially weli embodied in the francophone concept of 'themoludisme' (hawing fun in waters), but it is more likely that thermal rather
than mineral waters will be used, and the wellless centre is more likely to
be purpose-built rather than traditional. On the other hand, the range of
medical services varies according to location. Medical surgical tourism, as
discussed, tends to be offered in developing countries. Medical wellness
has a big following in Germany in particular. Medical therapeutic tourjsm
is common to many countries, especially those with natural or indigenous
healing assets. In North America, the concept of Therapeutic Recreation
is especially well developed. Holistic activities can technically exist anywhere, but the most coÍunon visitors to retreat centres âre stressed-out,
middle class people from western, developed countries. Although they
may be keen to visit traditional ashrams in India or Buddhist refreats in
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Thailand, it is more ìikely that they will go to a purpose-built centre in a
pleasant location to enjoy a range of global and hybrid experiences. Many
of these are based in Westem and Southem Europe, North America and
Australiâ. The most global, all-encompassing use of assets clearly occurs
in hotels and resort spas every'where in the world. These cal blend alything from natural healing assets to cosmetic surgery to the use of indigenous ingledients to spidtual traditions.

Directions of development
We refer back to the chart in Chapter One, in which we introduced the
forms and services of heaÌth and wellness tourism. Considering a1l we
talked about so fal we beteve that it is alÌnost inevitable that the future of
health and wellness tourism has two main directions. One, in which very
specialized, often small scale developments open up (e.g. Sukko Cultural
Spâ), servicing either the upmarket or the 'hardcore' holistic demand. The
other main and, at least in the short term, more influential trend will be
the blend of services and forms (Figure 12.2).
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This new 'we11-blending' tourism, however will face challenges.
Operators a¡d ma¡keters wilÌ find it more and more complicated to differentiate themselves arLd to creâte their own identities. New labels and
words will appear and visitors will need to invest an increasing amount of
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time to find out what a given label may actualþ mean. It is exPected that
'well-blending' tourism will become the new form of mass tourism, not to
the same extent as the seaside, but very much like sküng has become.
The next table shows the likely future trends in the use of resources a¡rd
assets, indicating where certain practices or facilities are likely to increase
(À), where they are likeþ to stay the same (Þ), arrd where they are nonexistent or hardly developed (no symbol). The second columl denotes the
way in which certain plactices and products are being exported around
the world. It is clear that there is a growth in the use of global spa products, but also some traditions or spùihral activities which are indigenous to
somewhere else (e.g. the exporfing of Thai massage or Lrdian Ayurveda to
European Spas or holistic centres). Psychological activities me increasingly
being used everpvhere, especially in the field of occupational well¡ress ald
business tourism (e.9. stress marìagement, life coaching) (Figure 12.3).
New Age and complementary therapies are comPlet in that some of
them form ân important part of spa or holistic tourism, but there is still
scepticism about their effectiveness as healing methods. For example,
Harrison (2002) describes Professor Dwakin's attack on all New Age therapies, stating that' alternative remedies constitute little more than a moneyspinning, multi-million pound industry that impoverishes our culture afld
throws up new age gurus who exhort us to run away from reahty'. His
research included faith healers, psychic mediums, angel therapists, aura
photographers, astrologers, Tarot card readers arLd water diviners. Thi.s
does not, of course, mean that the public does not warit theml On the contrary, with the decline of traditionâl religion and the lack of faith in conventional medicine, more and more westerneß aÌe turning to so-called New
Age therapies. However, there are many 'alternative' or 'complementary'
practices (e.g. acupuncture, reiki, ayurveda, Chinese medicine) which have
a long history in Eastem countries and are now being exported.
Natural resources are, of course, geographically specific, therefore healing waters, for example, cannot easily be exported excePt in the form
of mineraÌ water to drink (a common practice in many historic sPas in
Europe, for example). Mud or salt (e.g. from the Dead Sea) can more eâsily be transported ald used in cosmetic or healing product ranges around
the globe, and the same is true of herbs, plants, flowers or oils (e.g. African
Bush products). By conkast, fresh air or a good climate can only be
enjoyed in the location. This means that ary-where with very unique conditions and resources is likely to maintain its health tourism appeal. If too
much from a location is exported, it gives visitors little incentive to visit.
On the other hand, it can raise awareness and arouse interest in the destination. Spiritual practices like yoga and meditation are now being offered
in the maiodty of westem countries, but many visitors still seek ashrams
or retreats in Asia to experience the 'rea1 thing'. The sarne may be true of
Thai massage or Ayurveda, but these are less likely to be primary motivations for tourists.
Holistic retreats offer everything from massage to yoga to Psychological
counselling, so these are often the best Places to gain a whole range of
healing experiences within one holiday. However, for many visitors the
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New Agel hippy association with the label 'holistic' or 'spiritual' may
Iead them instèád to welhess spas, hotels and resorts. These may similarly
offer body-mind-spirit products (e.g. 'mindness' and 'selfness' in German
or Swiss hotels) but dìfferentþ packaged and promoted. Sometimes the
exporting of Eastern traditions needs to be 'softened' with a Western flavour. This arguably undermines their authenticity, but makes the product
eminently more saleable. Medical services can technically be offered anywhere, but visitors will need reassulance of professionalism, regulation,
and good sanitation (a former problem for some developing countries). As
discussed earlier, certain countries may have a better reputation for certain forms of treatment (e.g. dentistry in Hungary and the Middle East or
sex change operations in Thailand).
We believe that hotels and spa resorts are likely to grow everywhere. This
is developing already to the Point where peoPle want to experience spa lifestyles evéryday and will no doubt increase. Holistic tourism is also a growth
sector in most parts of ihe world. Not all conntries will include health and
wellless as part of their leisure and recreational product base, but most
will devetop some form of medical tourism. There will always be a need
for the treatment of disease and illness, so medical tourism is here to stay!
But this is ükely to be preventative rather than cuntive, arLd there is a shift
f¡om traditional forms of medical tourism (i.e. doctor-led) to a greater sense
of self-responsibfity (i.e. medical wellness). Cosmetic surgery is also a large
growth seitor in our irnage-conscious, media driven societies (Figure 12 4)'
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One of the major concerns in the future for maly destinations is that
everything wiÌl be avaiÌable ever).ryr'here. Although some spa hotel and
resort chains make an effort to include signature, indigenous and local
traditions (e.g. in Asia), or to reflect Ìocal ârchitectural styles (e.g. in the
Middle East), many of them could be located an)¡where. If they are based
on naturaÌ resources and assets, this will give thern a unique selling point,
but if they are offering the whole spectrum of g1obal wellrLess products,
their lifespan arrd appeal may be lirnited. This has already started to happen in Germany and Austria where there is an over-supply of (albeit top
quality) wellness hotels and spas. \tsitors have stffted to lose interest and
are already searching for altematives. The spa sector is growing exponentially in Asia, but this is perhaps at the expense of more 'organic' spiritual developments, for example Thai islands which were once bacþacker
havens and retreats are now becoming over-developed with spa hotels
for package tou¡ists, and it is ody a matter of time before Goa in India
goes the sâme way. On the other hand, in North America, Australia and
Western Europe, there is something of a return to indigenous ârrd spiritual
traditions, for example, the largest growth sector in the United Kingdom
appears to be holistic touÌism rather tharL luxury spas, albeit in high quality retreat centres. The business market may well embrace the growing
nurrber of spa and welhess hotels offering stress management and life
coaching workshops, but the leisure tourist may require something more
reasonably priced and fun. As peoples' lifestyles become healthier, life
expectancy increases, and the râte of serious iÌIness decreases, it is more
likely that wellness facilities will be visited for enjoyment and entertainment, rather than medical reasons.
Figure 12.5 indicates the interrelationship between spas and the other
forms of facilities. It is anticipated that some sort of spa afid spa treatments and services will be available in almost any health arrd wellness
tourism, from mobile spas afld residences through festival and cruises to
clinics and hospitals.

Figure 12.5
lnter-relationsh¡ps between
Spas and other Health and
Wellness facilit¡es. Sou¡ce:
Sm¡th and Puczkó.
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Future trends in Spa development and management
Given that spas and spa hotels and resorts are the main growth sector in all parts of the world, and that spa products are being exported
everywhere, it is hardÌy surprising that the maiority of industry research
has been directed at spas. A sumrnary of the top trends in spa development and management is offered here, which is based on several different sources. It should be remembered, however, that spas these days are
incredibly diverse and tend to incorporate almost all aspects of health aìd
welhess except perhaps surgery and the more esoteric New Age practices.
The spa industry is very strong in North America in terms of number
and types of spas available. Because of their significance, there is a high
number of spa tend forecasts for and from the North American market.
This complex analysis is not t)?ical for Europe or to any other continent since the different forms of healttr and welliess faciÌities tend to be
planned, managed and marketed separately. We, therefore, decided that
although some of our forecasts are based on the North American trendwatches, we then developed them further.
From the List of main buzzwords Bronm (2007) collecied

it is quite clear
that the North American market is very different f¡om other parts of the
wor1d. We can see services that are traditional elsewhere, but seem to be coming up in the United States and Canada (e.g. Frigidarium), but we can also
see treatments that are almost u¡kno¡nm elsewhere (e.g. 'Metrospùitualiy').
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Health, wellness and new lifestyle trends
In terms of tourism, ISPA (2008) estimates thaf 63% of United States Spagoers have visited a spa while travelling away from home. Although
women are more ìikely than men to be spa-goers, spa travelling reduces
the gender gap considerably as over 307" of spa trâvellers are male.
However, most trend data seems to indicate that health and wellness is
becoming more of a lifestyle tharr al occasional interest. Guests used to
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come to a spa once or perhaps twice a year for an hour or so. In the futwe,
they will come more often ard spend longer periods of time (Goldsmith,
2008). ISPA (2008) estimates that more than one in 10 spa-goers treat spâgoing as part of â larger health and wellness lifestyle, and that mote than
2 million spa-goers took part in lifestyle classes in 2005, which includes
healthy cooking, achieving balance, and managing stress. Spas are there-

fore incorporating lifestyle elements, such as fitness, healthy nutrition
and stress relievìng techniques. This same trend is growing in much of
Westem Europe or Australia, too. However, other parts of Europe, Central
and South-America, Africa or Asia may not have similar pattems, due to
tradition, teìigion or different stages of economic development.
Some people from developed courLt¡ies are even choosing to live in
spas, which are adding residential components or spas are being built into
gated commurrities ald condorniniums, especially in Florida, New york
and Las Vegas. Singer and Monteson (2007) suggest that in the future, spas
will be part of up-scale residential and country club communities, and will
also be arr essential element in mixed-use tetaü commercial and condohotel developrnents so that people can enhance their quatity of life arrd
find more bala¡ce between work and relaxatiory well-being, productivity
and creativit¡r. SpaFinder (2008) adds that parents wiÌl be keener to raise
their children in an active, healthy, comrnulal environment (and avoid the
growing problems of childhood obesity arÌd diabetes).
The other parts of the world, especially the developed countries, will follow these trends, especially regarding lifestyle changes. In many European
courtries or in Australia, for example, health consciousness (e.g. diet, exercise) has already peaked arLd is expected to remain ât the same level. This
will create a steady demand for heaÌth tourism products, however, not to
the same extent for medícal and well¡ress services.

Gonsumer needs and demand
People now expect more from spas and well¡ress centres than simply
being pampered, ald the main markets such as 'baby boomers', y-.,ppìes
or stressed managers are increasingly seeing spa visits as a necessity and
aft entiflement rather tharL simply a luxury or vacation treat. 'Sar.vy Spagoers are shaping the trends. Spa professionals want to create the best
experience possible, so it's a "buyers' market" for consumers who express
their wants arrd needs,' said ISPA President Llnne McNees. 'The spa lifestyle is in fashiory though it's also timeless. As a leading leisure industry,
spas have the staying power stunilar to that of cruise lines, skiing and golf.,
(ISPA, 2008).
The Spas Research Fellowship (2008) has shown that customers are likely
to become more demalding, as they expect high quality treatments, impec-

cable hygiene, well-qualified therapists, and value for money. Customers
are now much more 'spa wise' a¡Ld know what their rights are regarding the wellness experience, consequentþ more litigation and legislation
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may be an inevitable consequence. Customers also desire experiences that
a¡e customized to their personal needs and desires. This includes tailoring products to different ages and genders, for example, as some 307o of
North American Spa-goers ffe men, the dernand for products and services
designed specifically with men in mind is ât ân aÌl-time high. Nearly 4 million teenagers have now been to a spa where they leam how to deal with
stress, eat nutritiously and care fo¡ their skin. ^167o of spas now offer teen
programs/ 34o/o olfer packages ar.d 17% offer for chjldren. Women also
warit more tirne to bond with their friends away from family responsibilities and careers, so 'girlfriend' packages are on the increase (e.g. Hen parties and Birthdays). Mother and daughter getaways âre also popular, as are
mother and baby or family packages. Corporate wellness is also growing,
and according to the AmericarL Journal of Health Promotions, for every $1
spent on wellness progïarnmes, employers can expect a return of up to $10
through lower medical claims, reduced absenteeism, improved productivity and other factors (ISPA, 2008).
SpaFinder (2008) predicts the search for spa solitude will be trumped
by the natural desire for community ald a growing awareness that social
interaction is al important aspect of health. Spas are already offering more
opportunities for socializatiorç as 8% of United States Spa-goers say they
use their time at the spa as an opportunity to socialize. Although many
spas enforce silence and calm, the visiting of a spa is likely to become
more of a social experience as it was historically (e.9. in Roman times). In
Southem European courtries it is more common to visit spas in groups
and to enjoy the social interaction. The same is true in saunas in countries like Finland and Russia, where major life events were traditionally
celebrated. Although many visitors go to spas alone to get away from
their everyday routine, there is a growing number of visitors who travel
with others, for example, couples for a romantic break; families to enioy

mixed facilities; pre-marriage 'stag arLd hen'parties enjoying weekend
spa breaks; business tourists with colleagues, etc. In holistic centres, one
of the major motivations for many of the tourists (the majority of whom
travel alone) is to meet like-minded people and enjoy a sense of community. Medical tourism, howevel, may follow different pattems. It is
likely thât medical therapeutic tourism more likely has a social element,
especially that treatments, therefore the stay can take weeks. Patients
travelling for medical surgical reasons may not want an audience (e.9.
for a body shaping operation), but in the case of other types of surgery
(e.g. dental) it can be a good thing to have moral support from a relative
or a friend.

Motivations for visiting spas or wellness centres ca]-l vary greatly
according to the age, nationaliry lifestyle, or gender of a visitor. Although
stress relief seems to be the mrmber one reason for going to spas currently,
there is also a rise in the number of women having anti-aging cosmetic
treatments, even surgert and healthy nutritiorL diet and weight Ìoss âre
becoming more and more important. Fitness and exercise have always
been significant for health and well¡ress (e.g. a major focus in Greek and
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Roman times), but trends vary considerably and are based very much on
leisure pattems. For example, the high impact aerobics ând circuit tra aing
of the 1980s arrd 1990s has gradually been superceded by activities like
yoga or Nordic or Masaai walking. In a few years, the trend may come
full circle or favour new activities. Facilities need to be aware of popular
leisu¡e trends a¡d achieve a bala¡rce somewhere between orthodox medical services and pampering to be competitive, it seems. Although the No.
1 treatment continues to be the Swedish massage, treatments that use two
or more therapists are also seen as being on the rise arLd different massage techniques are becoming better known (e.g. Thai massage, Indian
A¡,'urveda, Hawaiian Lomi Lomi).
Medical tourism has been and remains very much dependent on external financial resources/ for example national or private health insurance.

Most of therapeutic and surgical treatments are at least co-financed by
an extemal body. This leaves medical tourism very much vulnerable to
the economic, social and political charLges in every country. Vr'h e in the
United States we can see that corporate employers may consider including medical trips in the health insu¡ance they pay for their employees, in
Europe, state health insurance makes attempts to decrease its involvement
in financing medical trips.
The major toudst flows of health a¡rd well¡Less tourism, besides domestic and intra-regional tourism (e.g. within Arabia), are ükely to follow that
oI mass tourism:
¡; From North and West to the East - from Western Europe to Cenhâl and
Eastern Europe and to South-East and Far-East Asia
,: From 'Down Under'to South-East
u From North to Central afld South - from North America to Central and
South America.

Facilitíes, serv¡ces and experiences
Singer and Monteson (2007) predict that spas will pay more attention to
creating better facility areas that are more like experiential, self-service
treatment areas rather than amenity areas. Spa playgroulds can include
aromatherapy steam rooms, environmental sâunas, air jet colour therapy
tubs, speciâlty hydro-massage showers, reflexology water walks, relaxation meditation pods, product bars, aqua massage tables, foot massagers,
spa 'toy boxes' with a vaÌiety of mind-challenging and entertaining puzzÌes and games, etc. This will appeal to the 'spa virgin' who wants a safe
environment, as well as the 'spa veteran' who wants something more than
a basic facility area which t¡pically consists of a steam room, sauna and
jacuzzi. Spa design will also need to include a varlety of accommodations
for two or more people as spas become more social. Versatility and flexibility in design and programming will be critical in order to meet the needs
and interests of the various markets who visit the spa for everything from
privacy to partying and from a 'tirne-out' to a 'work-out'.
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Spas will also need to focus more on hospitality. Spa staff needs to
be 'experience makers' and 'memory makers'. This can only happen
with customized, personalized service where there are signature WOW
rnoments and features in every area of the spa. Spas do not need to offer a
whole spectrum of world-wide spa treatments since this can create stressful decisions for dre guests, inadequate trâinirLg for the staff and too much
money tied up in product inventory. It is better to do a few things very
well and create your signatwe touches rather than think that 'more is
better'. (Singer & Monteson, 2007).
Spas are also likely to go mainstream in order to attract a wider raìge
of people and not just the wealthy. Tieatments and pricing need to be
adjusted accordingly, offering simpler, more affordable services. This
represents a shift from pampering and luxury to help and healing or Ìeisure and relaxation. If necessary, separate facilities can be created as they
were in the past, although this cafl be considered élitist creating an 'us'
and 'them' siftlation. The idea of a 'hybrid spa' is a resort-based sPa that
âttracts a variety of markets in order to maximize its appeal profitability
arLd yield management potential. It could appeal to conference guests who
would like a la carte treatment, as well as leisuÌe guests who have more
time for a half day package or a mini break. It can also be used by the local
comrmrnity for an hour or a fuÌl day, perhaps offering them a membership
scheme.

Product development and extension
Dosh (2006) refers to consultants' arrd PdcewaterhouseCoopers' opinion that spa treatments have overtaken golf as the most popular supplementary activity during corporate meetings and events, especially in
the Uniied States. Resort Spas experienced that as much as half of their
curent customer base is coming from corporate groups. Based on this
trend some forty percent of new luxury arLd upper-upscale accommodation proiects under development include spa facilities according to
Pricewaterhousecoopers. The popularity of spas has come at the expense
of golf and other activities. It is believed that golf was largely a male sport,
whereas spas can be more incÌusive. Furthermore organizers of conJerences and meetings found that spas were a good way of boosting attendance and motivating staff. It should be noted that aÌthough spas may seem
to be attractive and new to the MICE market, not everybody likes to be
dressed down to swimrrúng costunes in front of their colleagues and
bosses! This can resuÌt in a relatively high percentage of 'no-show' for corporâte events.

In addition to the growth of spas in business afld conference hotels,
there is also a development of wellness treatments in the transport industry to make travellers more comfortable and recover from their joumey
more quickly. This service is most likely to be used by business travellers
or those who can afford business or first class travel.

Conclusions:The future of health and wellness tour¡sm
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The Spas Research Fellowship (2008) describes the expansion of specialized and niche product tteâtments, for exampte the development of waterbased cures. Although this is something traditional for mafly cultures and
societies, it is relatively new for others (e.g. North America). Spa-goers are
also craving more indigenous treatments (Goldsmith, 2008), and prefer the
use of natural ingredients. The spa industry, together with pharmaceutical
companies and cosmetic brands, will continue to lead i¡lovation in skincare with new technologies arld programmes that recognize that beauty is
much more than skin deep. Consumers wiÌl become more aware of antiaging foods rich in antioxidants - such as berries, dark green leafy vegetables, salmorç arrd nuts - as well as a new generation of clinically enhanced
skincare products (SpaFinder, 2008)
Spas are also responding to reports ftom the restautant industry that the
gasho-travel, or inbur context, the spa cooking phenomenon hai taken off
with more people organizing holidays around food. In fact, 19% of United
States Spas offer cooking experiences (e.g. lessons and courses), and 51% of
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United States Spas offer educational programs ând nutritional consultations,
40"k offer healthy eating classes, 26I" have educational offerings on obesity or weight gain issues anð' 171" oÍfer exercise Programs for chjldren and
teens (ISPA" 2008). Detoxing is also a growth develoPment with more people

tuming to spâs and retreats for a range of detox solutions (SpaFinder, 2008).
Fusion treatments are becoming more popular, such as Thai yoga massage (a fusion of yoga stretches and massage), Watsu (water and shiatsu),
yogalates (yoga and Pilates) or Aquaveda (þdrotherapy and Ayurueda).
Marìy resorts spas and retreats are also offering 'speciality' weeks in, for
example, yoga, sexual health (e.g. tantra), or medical concems such as easing arthritis or quitting smoking. Healtþ sleep also ioins exercise, nutritio& and stress management as a maìn focus of wellless programmes and
spas. Hotels and resorts me Putting greater emphasis on creating ideal
sleep environments using minimal light and sound, offering a 'pillow
menu', aromatherapy, and relaxing spa treatments. At destination spas,
sleep specialists can help educate, diagnose and treat sleep apnea, insomnia arLd other disorders (SpaFinder, 2008)
Spas are incorporating technology such as Wi-Fi in relaxation rooms,
cyber treatments that combine biofeedback technology with guidance
from wellness professionals and light therapy to help those suffering from
depressiory Seasonal Affective Disorder and insomnia. In additior¡ new
and pioneering therapies are being developed, for example Sound Therapy,
Sensory Deprivation (ISPA, 2008).

Delivering services
The Spas Research Fellowship (2008) suggests that new ways of delivering
services are likely to be developed in the future. For example, mobile spas
have expanded in the United States and are frequentþ used for parties,
office workers, etc. Cruise ship spas (and even hospitals on sea) are becoming more comrnon. Spa treatments could be given whilst people are flying
long-haul (e.g. massage or yoga stretches). Spas could provide retirement
(holiday) homes for the elderly or day-care services for chjldren. It is
even suggested that pet spas could be developed, which is not u¡rusual
considering that animal massage ald aromatherapy already exlsts! Spa
touches can be used to enhânce almost any environnent, esPeciaÌly those

which are li¡ked to the leisure and tourism industries (e.9. transport,
hotels, entertainnent venues, shopping centres, etc.). It is also becoming
more common for clients to entoy 'destaffed' centres, for example, Kuyrm
at Ojai Valþ Inn and Spa in California, where same-sex groups of eight
can cover themselves in mud in a heated room arLd experience a guided
meditation with a pre-recorded voice (SpaFinder, 2008).
As discussed already, although it is not toudsm, many people would like
the spa lifestyle to permeate their everyday lives and not just be a holiday
treat once a year or less. This might mean visiting or inviting a therapist on
a regular basis, leaming self-massage teclmiques, setting uP a smal1 yoga
studio in the home, installing pools, hot tubs, saunas or iacuzzis.
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Gurk (2008) describes how in BritairL a company of 200 or more so-called
'ChjlÌers' work for Urban Chill in London and Brighton and service up to
3,000 people a week in pubs and bars. For example, massage is used to ease

post-work stress. There is aÌso a nightclub in Dublin called 'Spirit' which
'combines holistic treahnents and harLds in the air hedonism'. Th¡ee dance
floors are complemented by three rooms named Body, Mind and Spirit
which offer Indian head massage, reiki, deep tissue massage, aura photography arld tarot card readings. It is supposed to indicate that people do not
need drugs to get higlU especially that the 'ecstasy generation' are now in
thei¡ 30s. Spirit is now the biggest club in Dublin, a¡rd the owners have set
up a New York version and plan to open seven similar nightspots across
the g1obe, including Cape Tor,r.n, Sydney, Rio de Janeiro, and Athens.
There appears to be a general expansion of the media alongside that
of the health and wellless industry, such as web-based inJormation
sites, joumals, informative books, CDs for home instructiorL chat rooms,
and even 'spa füends' on line (90% of North Americar Spa travellers
plan trips using a web site (SRF, 2008). Online retreats and wellness programmes are becoming more a¡rd more coÍunon. For example, the United
Kingdom Kundallni yoga teacher Siri Datta runs regular 40-day online
programmes which begin every other New Moon. These online E-Retreats
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includes: Raw Foods, Kulrdalini Yoga and MeditatiorL NLR and Exercise.
Its purpose is 'Spiritual Weight loss of all kinds!' (Anaharta, 2008). The year
2008 is also the Alpro Year of Wellbeing. People are invited to sign up to
the website, fill in a detailed online questionnaire about theír current state
of wellbeing, read articles which are Posted by experts, discuss issues in an
online forum, and are sent daily hints and tips on how to remain healthy,
happy, and balanced.
We can expect that those who log-on to an e-tetreat or use a home spa
service more easily become health and welhess toulists, than those who
do not follow any of these new services.

Examples of H¡nts and T¡ps from the Alpro Soya Year of Wellbeing (2008)

Monday 14th January
Notice and compliment positive gestures of others.
Tuesday 15th January
Save water by growing drought-resistant plants such as sedums and lavender, using a
watering can rather than a hosepipe and watering early in the morning or in the evening.
Wednesday 16th January
Build up to your 20 minutes of continuous vigorous act¡v¡ty slowly, for example start with
a gentle walk doing moderate activity and then after 10 minutes pick up your pace so that
you feel challenged for 5 m¡nutes. Slow back down to a moderate level to finish. Repeat
this each week, increasing the chaìlenging section by 1-3 minutes each time until you have
finally reached 20 minutes.

Thursday 17th January
lf you find yourself in a chaìlenging situation, think of a time you were successful in solving
a problem before. What did you do? Can you learn something from this example and apply
it to your current problem?
Friday 18th January
You don't have to completely cut out fat-conta¡ning foods to have a healthy diet, but do
keep an eye on portion size. Cheese comes in all shapes, sizes, tastes and textures and is a
wonderful food but can be bad for you in excess. lf you are a cheese fan, slice it thinly and
eat in small amounts w¡th some fruit- Remember a piece of cheddar the size of a matchbox
w¡ll contain 30-50% of your recommended upper ììmit for saturated fat intake per day.

Saturday lgth January
Vigorous activity ¡s any movement that raises your heart rate and breathing to a point
where you no longer feel you can talk for more than a couple of sentences at a tìme.
Vigorous exercise should however still be'manageable' at this level, that is you should feel
as though you can keep it going for at least 20 continuous minutes.
Sunday 20th January
lf you give feedback (posit¡ve or negative) to others, refer to the action rather than the person and be sincere. Feedback ìs more likely to be accepted when ¡t is specific, includes
examples, and when those involved can do something concrete about it.
(Alpro Soya Year of Wellbe¡ng, 2008)

Conclus¡ons:The future of health and wellness tourism

Business development
Singer and Monteson (2007) suggest that there will be greater recognition of the business development potential of spas, and that developers
will be wiJling to commit the financial resources for a turn-key spa which
includes everything from the building to the Íaining. This means that spa
directors will need to be business managers, motivators, a¡d marketers,
or they should work together with a tean of experts representing all these
skills a¡Ld experiences. It has been seen many times that self-made businesses did not achieve their fuÌl potential because of lacking manageriat
or marketing skills. Only charismatic leaders or gurus carL build their business on themselves, Even in their case, the one-man-show often works for
a short time only.

There needs to be some realism about how expensive it is to buiÌd
operate a spa, especially in terms of the retum on investment. The
main rule of thumb in spa development is that without mote tha¡L 50%
of demarLd available locally (with the exception of luxury brarrded or
designer spas) it is not possible to manage a facility successfu11y. A good
awareness of how to sell spas to the toudsm market especially business
and conference toudsts cân be a real advantage. There will be increased
corporate investment based on added value to aft existing enterprise,
last seen in the expansion of the worldwide golf industry. ln golf developments a signâture golf-course, that is a course designed by a leading
architect or a famous player, can mean a competitive advantage. It carr
be expected that spas will copy what we can see in the golf industry and
in the case of museum developments (e.g. consider the Guggenheims!).
Leading architects will create their own 'signature spas' and visitors will
be lured (e.g. MourLtain Oasis Spa (Tschuggen Bergoase) designed by
Mario Botta, Arosa, Switzerland or Frank Gehry's 'City of Wine' hotel and

ald

spa in El Ciego, Spain.

Now corporations are atkacted to the added commerciaÌ potential
of spas, with the potential to enjoy income from more opportunities to
charge for services, amexed to existing comrnercial infrastructures (SRF,
2008). It is estimated that there will be corporate consolidation of more
powerful operators giving a distinct marketing bafiier for new entrants at
the top end. Alongside this the small busi¡resses will continue to expand
in numbers providing a distinct personalized local service. This will create
greater market segmentation (SRF, 2008). As a means of generating income
through private finance, there may be spa timeshare and joint ownership
deals to produce venture capital. There may be mega-spa developments
in destinations like Las Vegas and Dubai. There will aÌso be more franchising of spa facilities to a specialist operator with the development of
stronger branding for the spa itself rather than the products that it uses.
Brands that are known for their chic designs are opening spas around
the world. Some of the well-known brands include the first Armanibralded spa in Tokyo, Versace Group's spa at its Australian resort spas at
Bulgari's hotels in Mila¡r and Bali, and Prada Beauty's line exclusively at
Ritz-Carlton properties.
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There are also concems âbout the future of the spa industry in its classic form as part of a comprehensive health system. However, there is also
talk of a renaissance in which the spa industry becomes a fixed component of the hotel trade. With a decline in state subsidy and interest in med-

ical tourism, spa hotels and cure resorts may no longer be âble to attract
long-staying medical visitors and therefore have to focus on short-term
wellness visitors instead. Although these may be higher spending, the
numbers are likely to be much smaller. On the other hand, the spa industry is becoming a component of hotel services on a global scale and this
seems to be the largest growth sectot Hotel chains are rapidly adding
spa faciìities, and 'spa bralds' are being franchised. On the one hand traditional spa hotels will face stiff competition from new developments, while
on the other they could capitalize on the fact that consumers already consider spa services to be standard offerings and that these consumers have
become accustomed to them and are famiÌiar with individual procedures.
The traditional facilities are attempting to set themseÌves apart from the
competition and maintain a hallmark of exclusivity in various manners
such as employing the appellation of 'medical wellness' certificates, and
so on (Visit European Spas, 2008).
Interestingly, Switzerland, one of the countries with the highest prices,
recorded a surprisingly positive trend and increase in demand in recent
years. Emphasis has been on services and quality. Spas in Greât Britâin
and Ireland are also growing rapidly. They are typically five-star resorts.
In addition to a high level of luxury they are accompanied by high levels
of professionalism and proven treatment concepts.
However, all health ald wellness businesses need to be careful. The
market âppears to be saturated in some locations and the flow of services and new ideas is slowing, and many trends in tourism are going
in a single or opposite direction. For example, there are already concems
in Germany (the largest wellness market) about a saturation of the market. Although 'cudosity' about wellless is on the rise, many sewices
and products are used very seldom, and low-cost providers force further
price reductions. The Austrian market also appears to be ful1. According
to estimates from the Institut für Freizeitwirtschaft (The Leisure Time
Institute) there has been a reduction in the demald for wellness products
by German and local visitors. At the same time Austria has the highest
number of per capita providers. In 2004 and 2005 a total of 80 new 'wellness' hotels were opened in Austria; the nurnber of these facilities in the
colrntry is now around 750. The trend reached its zenith during this boom
but now there are serious concerns amongst hotel owners (Visit European
Spas,2008).

However, the quality of well¡ress developments were so high in
Germany that experts from the German organization Deutscher Wellness
Verand have been invited in recent years to serve as advisors for countries
deveÌoping wellness services and facilities. This organization Promotes
unified quaìity standards for welÌness products. The group has already
helped create starLdards in neighbouring Poland, Russia, arLd Slovenia.
For example, a Gran Canaria Spa & Wellless Ptoiect was launched; an
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initiative which includes 14 faciÌities and is financed in part by the
European Union (EU). A similar association of 16 well¡ress hotels was also
created urder the common name of 'body.mind.madeira' on the island of
Madeira.

As discussed in Chapter Six, spas a¡Ld well¡ress facilities are growing
quickly in some regions of the world, for example, Central and Eastern
Europe, Asia and the Middle Eâst. For example, Poland and Hungary
have built up a large wellness industry over the last few years. Many
wellness centres and facilities for health holidays have been created with
the use of EU development funds. Competitive pricing is one of the main
aLtractions, therefore many German arLd other Westem Europearr tourists take advantage of this. Tiaditional spas have largely been modemized by private companies and it is estimated that there will be armual
growth of 45-50 providers over the next few years. Slovakia has also been
highly praised for professional marketing and favourable prices. Thanks
to this, the country recorded an increase in demand in recent years which
exceeded that of the Czech Republic. The Slovenian govemment has also
invested significarLtþ in welLness tourism and provided substantial support to the development of infrastructwe related to the industry. Hungary
is also taking advantage of its position with its 2008 'Year of Waters'
campaign:
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The growth of the Asian Spa is likely to be between 30% arrd 60%, annually, for the next 5 years (Asia Spa Festival,2007). There are efforts to retain
local architectwal styles as well as indigenous and traditional Products.
According to SpaArabia Magazine (2007) frve tÍends are shaping the spa
experiences in the Arabic world. These are: welhess (procedures that used
to be primarily cosmetic now reconfigured as healthful), spa food, authenticity (by evoking regional traditions), masculinity (making spa packages
and décor more appealing to men) and elements of fu¡r.

Sustainble health and wellness tourism
Consumers are now factoring

in a sPa's green comnitment when

they

choose a spa. Both spas and spa consumers are Setting setious about terms

like'natural','organic','holistic','green','eco-friendly',

and'sustainable'

(SpaFinder, 2008). There are already concems about issues of sustainability
of spas and wellness centres, including the implications of global warming and environmental issues such as watff shortage and the recycling of
water (SRF, 2008). Many spas âre making efforts to become more envitonmentally conscious, which is also good for business. Spas are Positioning
themselves with more green products, for example:

*

Ma¡ry skincare companies are getting rid of paraffins and sulphites
a More and more natural ingredients are used in treatments, such as local
plants, herbs, and fruits
o Using solar lighting
o Recycling and purifying water flowing i¡to Ponds and waterfalls
o Using recycled flooring or furniture
,: Using 'waterless' urinals afld recycled toilet paper
6 Use of non-toxic substânces for vamishes and interiors
* Soaps without phosphates, etc.

It is estimated

of United States Spas apply environmentally
sustainable practices, and other spas arourd the world are following suit
(Goldsmith, 2008). Holistic retreat and yoga centres are usually environmentalþ friendly with on-site organic gardens which ale sometimes
tended by visitors themselves and products made from local ingredients.
The main concern, however, has remained the same: how to manage thermal and medical waters in a sustainable way?
There also appears to be a big shift in the sustainability movement in the
luxuly hospitality world. Such brands as Four Seasons, Hyatt, and Marriott
have all made firm environmental commitments, artd some Leading Hotels
of the World properties donate fifty cents pel güest per night to help offset their carbon footpdnt. The Asian Shangri-la and Banyan Tree hotel
chains have opened bralches in North America and will also raise the bar
in terms of social and environmental responsibfity (Goldsmith, 2008). The
Little Green Book for Spas is also available from Six Senses providing rectJ.tat 76%

omrnendations on how spas should operate in a more süstainable way.

Conclusions:The future of heallh and wellness tour¡sm
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The Yukon region in Canada where Perfect Earth Tours Spa and Resort
is locâted is building up a large number of health and wellness facilities,

especially eco-friendly wilderness retreats with wellness centres. This
is based on a comprehensive Feasibiìity Study for a Yukon Health and
Wellness Industry (De la Barre et al., 2005). Other conntries and regions
(perhaps surprising ones) may lead the way for health and wellness tourism in the future. In theory, any'where can develop health and wellness
toudsm, but in practice, only those countries, regions, sites ald businesses with creative vision arLd commercial flair are likely to succeed in
the long-term.

Gonclusions
In this book we introduced and

discussed the history, the most imporof the health and wellness tourism

tarLt drivers, resources arLd challenges

industry. Concluding and s).nthetizing all arguments we believe that the
health and wellness tourism industry will see the following development
concepts:

ø Wellpitals - the blend of hospitals and spas could produce a new
phenomenory a 'wellpital'. A weÌlpital offers various medical as well
as well¡ress and spa services - without the hospital, clinic or sanatoria, or even a standard hotel feeling ald image. This can manifest
itself in either the form of a¡r extended spa, modified hospital or even a
cruiseship.

ø SpaLiaing Enaironments - no longer iust a North American speciality,
more people can enjoy the facilities of sPas in their neighbourhood.
People can move permanently, or temporarily (e.g. to a sumrner home)
to spa lifestyle communities, which may give boost to time-share developments. Urban dwellers will also have similar services nearby, since
more and more spas are developed arould urban centres. Holistic arrd
spiritual tourism ls never for the masses and the commercialization of
these services would just be an oxymoron. However, the application
of spiritual and holistic treatments and approaches will become more
mainstreâm, for example applying Feng Shui or Vasati to apartment
developments.
* Eco-Fit Resorts - these spas or retreâts would offer people the chance
to relax and improve their physical and mental health through naturebased recreation in eco-friendly surroundings. This may include
sports or fitness activities ranging from active adventure (e.g. jungle
trekking, sandboarding in the desert) to light movement (e.9. gentle
swirnming or walking). Special nutuitional programmes would also
be designed using fresh, organic and local ingredients, and all beauty
and pampering treatments would also use traditional ald indigenous
products.
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be very appealing for developers. The combination of luxury brarLds as
well as hi-tech equipment for example music, games or cinema with
spas can attract these new segments. A Dreamscape as an experience
factory would be a facility which has fantastic, futuristic or breathtaking
architectwe (sígnature spa) or location. They have ât least one featüe
which could be described as one of a kind - that is THE largest, talles¡
most spectaculaÌ, eic. They have the feeling of transporting visitors to
another world and completely absorbing them.
MySpa - this is more of a lifestyÌe trend than tourism related, but it can
give some ideas to managers and developers, too. Technological development cal provide spas, hospitals, etc. with very sophisticated sol-

utions that give competitive advantage. Real time information about
health status during a treaÍnent or retreat caft be used to rnake personalized recommendations. This can then continue after the stay, as an
on-line customer care, or can even precede the visit. Guests are collecting more ard more experience in health and welhess, and the competition is getting stronger. One of the solutions is to customize supply,
that is offer a menu of skiÌls a¡rd capacities, and then create something
personal to every guest. Certainly, this needs more flexible maragement
and communication, but it will definitely pay back. Gadgets, monitors,
personal music players, and garne consols wiÌl all appear in spas.
Hol-Ltfe Retreats - these are retreat-style wellrLess centres or spas where
people will go for some tirne away from their stressful lives arLd workplaces to recover and refocus on themselves and their needs. These do
not merely represent an escape from everyday life, however Instead,
people will undertake a number of courses, classes or workshops to
learn how to manage and balance thei¡ lives better when they retwn
home. This wilÌ include all aspects of life for example physical health,
social interactior¡ worklife balance, emotional wellbeing, and spiritual
needs.

WellWorking - corporate employers a¡rd shessed employees will find
the combination of working and well-being more and more necessâry.
Occupational wellless is no longer new to many western companies
and employees (e.9. Google!), but it is expected to be one of the fastest growing forms, most of which is not necessarily tourism, though.
As major companies base their human resources management on the
so called 'cafeleria' system, when employees can choose from a menu
or list of services and benefits they prefer - up to a certain amount a
year. Fitness club membership is already among the menu items and we
can expect health ald well¡ress oriented trips and treatments to âppear
soon. In the United States, where health insu¡ance is not compulsory,
employers already negotiate to have medical surgical trips covered for
the employees.
Budgetsp1s
spas almost

without exception are expensive places, especially if no extemal financial support (e.9. for medical treatments) is
available. This cal ald does close out many people from demand,
that is those who cannot afford the entrance tickets to pleasure pools,
saunaworlds, aquaparks, medical spas, and spa hotels and resorts.
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Figure 12.6
The Fulure Localization of Major Global concepts. Sou¡ce: smith and Puczkó.

We can expect that following the trend of creating 'budget' versions of
services (e.g. flights, hotels or cruises), soon we will see budget spas
that provide the basic services for everybody, but then everything else

has to be paid for separateþ according to what people actually use
(Figure 12.6).

Overall, it can be seen that the new trends in health and well¡ress tourism will be diverse and creative, rvith both local and giobal significance
Even those activities which have existed for centuries can be newly discovered elsewhere and packaged differently to new markets' The plethora
of innovative deveÌopments around the world make health a¡Ld wellness
tourism increasingly competitive for businesses ald endlessly exciting for
consumers. The final section of this book demonstrates this diversity with
a range of international case studies.
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Whether a spa component is optional and individual or incorporated
into a group networking event a post-meeting activity for participants
or a source of relief and relaxation during breaks, it is clear that the long
association between spa facilities and meetings is experiencing a great
resurgence in the United States and worldwide.
(Dobrian, 2005; Chiarello, 2006)

